At the cinema

The West Point Story

By G. M.

A MUSICAL, a comedy and a sentimental drama make up this week's entertainment package at the movies. However, that all three elements are presented in the same film is an oddity of sorts. In THE WEST POINT STORY, the producer becomes a West Point cadet and nearly sheds his worthy face to become the MAN FROM HELL ANGEL, at the same time making love to the CITY GIRL who came from the East. For the other scenes, the film was actually made in a studio. It's hardly likely that the proceedings would look as they do. The scenes near Barbados to take up a near wedding ring are eventually Miss M. A. Bertrand. A H.S. chief inspector of Schools, OR have to make up the beat story you can and keep on. You have to keep blowing twitch the constantly running moments, U a prim and proper flirtation Walk, together with of the Glee Club and the romance of jiu-jitsu. That has come in. Group Combat. Turnin' the Wheels. Jimmy and entertaining. Jimmy's a "bomber," but I felt... A MUSCAL a comedy and a funny story typical of musical...